Abstract. We characterize helix surfaces in the Berger sphere, that is surfaces which form a constant angle with the Hopf vector field. In particular, we show that, locally, a helix surface is determined by a suitable 1-parameter family of isometries of the Berger sphere and by a geodesic of a 2-torus in the 3-dimensional sphere.
Introduction
In the euclidean space R 3 a helix surface or a constant angle surface is an oriented surface such that its normal vector field forms a constant angle with a fixed direction in the space. These surfaces have an important role in the physics of interfaces in liquid crystals and of layered fluids, as shown by Cermelli and Di Scala in [2] , where they have also obtained a remarkable relation with a Hamilton-Jacobi type equation.
A constant direction in the euclidean space can be thought as a Killing vector field with constant norm. Thus, if we want to generalize the notion of helix surfaces in a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold, a natural problem is to study surfaces such that their normal vector field forms a constant angle with a Killing vector field of constant norm.
Among the three dimensional manifolds, beside the space forms, probably the most important are the 3-dimensional homogeneous manifolds. Most of these spaces admit a Killing vector field of constant norm and thus it is natural to study the corresponding helix surfaces. In fact, the study and classification of helix surfaces in 3-dimensional homogeneous manifolds was done: for surfaces in S 2 × R by Dillen-Fastenakels-Van der Veken-Vrancken ( [3] ); for surfaces in H 2 × R by Dillen-Munteanu ( [3] ); for surfaces in the Heisenberg group by Fastenakels-Munteanu-Van Der Veken ( [7] ); for surfaces in Sol 3 by López-Munteanu ( [8] ).
We also would like to point out that, in a similar way, we can define helix submanifolds in higher dimensional euclidean spaces and we advise the interested reader to have a look at [5, 6, 11] .
In this paper, in order to take a step towards the classification of helix surfaces in 3-dimensional homogeneous manifolds, we consider surfaces in the 3-dimensional Berger sphere which is defined, using the Hopf fibration, as follows. Let S 2 (1/2) = {(z, t) ∈ C × R : |z| 2 + t 2 = 1/4} ⊂ C × R be the usual 2-sphere and let S 3 = {(z, w) ∈ C 2 : |z| 2 + |w| 2 = 1} ⊂ C × C = R 4 be the usual 3-sphere. Then the Hopf map ψ :
is a Riemannian submersion and the vector fields
parallelize S 3 with X 1 being vertical and X 2 , X 3 horizontal. The vector field X 1 is called the Hopf vector field. The Berger sphere S Proof. Point (i) follows directly from (7) . From (6) and using
we obtain (ii). From the Gauss equation of M in S 3 ε (see [1] ), and taking into account (i), we have that the Gauss curvature of M is given by
Finally, (8) follows from the Codazzi equation (see [1] ):
putting X = T , Y = JT and using (ii).
Remark 2.2. We point out that if a helix surface is minimal, that is trace A = 0, then ϑ = π/2. In fact, from (i) of Lemma 2.1, λ = 0 and using (8) it follows that cos ϑ(1 + (ε 2 − 1) cos 2 ϑ) = 0, which implies, since 1 + (
Now, as g ε (E 1 , N ) = cos ϑ, there exists a smooth function ϕ on M so that (10) with (i) of Lemma 2.1, it results that (11) JT ϕ = λ ,
where
We observe that, as [T, JT ] = cos ϑ (2ε T − λ JT ), the compatibility condition of system (11),
is equivalent to (8) .
We now choose local coordinates (u, v) on M such that
Also, as ∂ v is tangent to M , it can be written in the form
Moreover, writing (8) as
for some smooth function η depending on v. Replacing (16) in (15) and solving the system, we obtain
Therefore (11) becomes
of which the general solution is given by
where c is a real constant. With respect to the local coordinates (u, v) described above we have the following characterization of the position vector of a helix surface. 
Proof. Let M 2 be a helix surface in S 3 ε ⊂ R 4 and let F be the position vector of M 2 in R 4 . Then, with respect to the local coordinates (u, v) on M defined in (13), we can write
. By definition, taking into account (9), we have that
Using the expression of E 1 , E 2 and E 3 with respect to the coordinates vector fields of R 4 , the latter implies that
Moreover, taking the derivative with respect to u of (23) we find two constantsã andb such that
where, using (18),ã
Finally, taking twice the derivative of (24) with respect to u and using (23)- (24) in the derivative we obtain the desired equation (20).
Integrating (20), we have the following
ε with constant angle ϑ. Then, with respect to the local coordinates (u, v) on M defined in (13), the position vector F of M 2 in R 4 is given by
are real constants, while the g i (v), i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, are mutually orthogonal vector fields in R 4 , depending only on v, such that
Proof. Since (20) can be seen as an ODE in u with constant coefficients, a direct integration, using the characteristic polynomial and taking into account that the integration constants depend on v, gives the solution
2 are two constants, while the g i (v), i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, are vector fields in R 4 which depend only on v. Now, taking into account the values ofã andb given in (21), we obtain
Next, since |F | 2 = 1 and using (20), (23) and (24) we find that the position vector F (u, v) and its derivatives must satisfy the relations:
, and evaluating the relations (25) in (0, v), we obtain: Also, from (26), (30) and (31), we obtain
Moreover, using (27), (32) and (35), we get
Finally, a long but straightforward computation gives
The main result
We are now in the right position to state the main result of the paper. Before doing this we recall that, looking at S 3 ε in R 4 , its isometry group can be identified with:
where J 1 is the complex structure of R 4 defined by
while O(4) is the orthogonal group (see, for example, [12] ). Suppose now we are given a 1 -parameter family A(v) , v ∈ (a, b) ⊂ R, consisting of 4 × 4 orthogonal matrices commuting with J 1 . In order to describe explicitly the family A(v), we shall use two others complex structures of R 4 , namely
Since A(v) is an orthogonal matrix the first row must be a unit vector r 1 (v) of R 4 for all v ∈ (a, b). Thus, with out loss of generality, we can take ξ 3 (v) ) , for some real functions ξ 1 , ξ 2 and ξ 3 defined in (a, b). Since A(v) commutes with J 1 the second row of A(v) must be r 2 (v) = J 1 r 1 (v). Now, the four vectors {r 1 , J 1 r 1 , J 2 r 1 , J 3 r 1 } form an orthonormal basis of R 4 , thus the third row r 3 (v) of A(v) must be a linear combination of them. Since r 3 (v) is unit and it is orthogonal to both r 1 (v) and J 1 r 1 (v), there exists a function ξ(v) such that
Finally the fourth row of
. This means that any 1-parameter family A(v) of 4 × 4 orthogonal matrices commuting with J 1 can be described by four functions ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 and ξ as 
is a geodesic in the torus
, with g 11 , g 33 , α 1 , α 2 the four constants given in Corollary 2.4, and A(v) = A(ξ, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 )(v) is a 1-parameter family of 4 × 4 orthogonal matrices commuting with J 1 , as described in (36), with ξ = constant and 
where the vector fields {g i (v)} are mutually orthogonal and
Thus, if we put e i (v) = g i (v)/||g i (v)||, i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, we can write:
Denote byJ the 4 × 4 matrix with entriesJ i,j = J 1 e i , e j , i, j = 1, . . . , 4. We shall prove that J = (J 1 ) T . For this, since
and using (20)- (25), we obtain the following identities (40)
Indeed, since g ε (F u , E 1 ) = ε F u , J 1 F and, from (22), g ε (F u , E 1 ) = sin 2 ϑ we obtain the first of (40), from which, deriving with respect to u, it follows the second and the fifth. Also, (24) implies
The fourth of (40) is a consequence of the fifth, in view of
Finally deriving the fourth of (40) with respect to u we obtain the last equation of (40).
Evaluating (40) in (0, v), they become respectively: We point out that to obtain the previous identities we have divided by α 2 1 − α 2 2 = 4ε −1 √ B 3 cos 2 ϑ which is, by the assumption on ϑ, always different from zero. From (45) and (46), taking into account that α 2 1 − α 2 2 = 0, it results that (47) J 1 e 3 , e 2 = 0 , J 1 e 1 , e 4 = 0 . (41) and (43), we obtain the system (48) α 1 g 11 J 1 e 1 , e 2 + α 2 g 33 J 1 e 3 , e 4 = ε −1 sin 2 ϑ α 3 1 g 11 J 1 e 1 , e 2 + α 3 2 g 33 J 1 e 3 , e 4 = −I , a solution of which is
. Now, as
it results that J 1 e 1 , e 2 J 1 e 3 , e 4 = 1 . Moreover, a direct check shows that J 1 e 1 , e 2 > 0. Consequently, J 1 e 1 , e 2 = J 1 e 3 , e 4 = 1. We have thus proved thatJ = (J 1 ) T .
If we fix the canonical orthonormal basis of R 4 given bȳ
there must exists a 1-parameter family of 4 × 4 orthogonal matrices A(v) ∈ O(4), with
where the curve
is clearly a geodesic of the torus
Let now examine the 1-parameter family A(v) that, according to (36), depends on four functions
From (14), and taking into account (17), it results that F v , F v = sin 2 ϑ = constant. The latter implies that 
where h(v) and k(v) are two functions such that
Thus we have two possibilities:
We will show that case (ii) cannot occurs, more precisely we will show that if (ii) happens than the parametrization F (u, v) = A(v)β(u) defines a Hopf tube, that is the Hopf vector field E 1 is tangent to the surface. To this end let's compute the unit normal vector field N to the parametrization F (u, v) = A(v)β(u). If we put
where {E 1 , E 2 , E 3 } is the global tangent frame to S 3 ε defined in (1), then
, where (52)
A long but straightforward computation (that can be also made using a software of symbolic computations) gives
. Now case (ii) occurs if and only if ξ 1 = constant = kπ/2, k ∈ Z, or if ξ 1 = constant = kπ/2, k ∈ Z and −ξ ′ + ξ ′ 2 + ξ ′ 3 = 0. In both cases N 1 = 0 and this implies that g ε (N, J 1 F ) = εg ε (N, E 1 ) = 0, i.e. the Hopf vector field is tangent to the surface. Thus we have proved that ξ = constant. Now, using (14), we find that g ε (F v , J 1 F/ε) = a sin 2 ϑ and similarly
Using again a software of symbolic computations one can easily compute
, and find
]. Since ϑ = π/2 we conclude that condition (38) is satisfied.
The converse of the theorem can be proved in the following way. Let F (u, v) = A(v)β(u) be a parametrization of a surface in S Using the notation of Theorem 3.1 the map
gives an explicit immersion of a helix surface into the Berger sphere. In Figure 1 we have plotted the stereographic projection in R 3 of the surface parametrized by F in the case ε = 1 and the constant angle is ϑ = π/4. 
